Virtual endoscope-assisted intracranial aneurysm surgery: evaluation of fifty-eight surgical cases.
Better visualization of the intracranial aneurysm may improve surgical outcomes. To this aim, we evaluated the effectiveness of using virtual endoscopy (VE) during intracranial aneurysm surgery. Fifty-eight patients with 63 intracranial aneurysms were enrolled in this study. Every patient was examined by digital subtraction angiography (DSA) and a randomly selected twenty-six cases were also examined by computed tomography (CT). CT angiography data were linked via imaging software for reconstruction of VE images. All patients were operated on using standard microsurgical procedures. Among these cases, randomly selected cohorts of twenty-six patients with 28 intracranial aneurysms were operated on also using VE-assisted surgical procedures. The surgical results of both groups were compared to determine the efficacy of the VE-assisted surgical procedure. Aneurysm locations, surgical timing and Hunt-Hess grade distribution were not statistically significant between both groups (p=0.948). However, significantly reduced complication rates and increased post-operative Glasgow outcome scores were observed in the VE group (p<0.05) compared to control. Aneurysms and surrounding anatomic structures were well depicted by VE in three dimensions with interactive fly-through views. This method improved our surgical results by improving visualization of the aneurysm and increasing surgical orientation. We report that this method can be very helpful to surgeons during intracranial aneurysm surgery and may reduce post-surgical complications.